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Virtual

Divorce is just the Start: How it all goes wrong - A
Unique Series brought to you by Peters & Peters
24 Mar 2021
Location: 24th March - 12.00pm - 1.30pm Virtual Event (Zoom)
Members: FREE - Book by 04 Mar
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Highlights
Join us for a unique limited series of 3 episodes covering the unfolding drama of a divorce.
Illustrated with an unfolding narrative join our expert speakers as a they take you through a fast
moving divorce case, taking in criminal, asset recovery and private client related issues.
Episode Three: Criminal/regulatory authority freezing order / MLA disclosure requests 24th March (LIVE)
Book Episode 3 Here
UK authority powers
Civil court powers (insolvency)
European authorities
Parallel Russian investigations
Swiss bank accounts including secrecy

Episode Two: Criminal accusations - 4th March (RECORDING AVAILABLE)
Request Recording Here
What happens at a police station
Disclosure of evidence
Perjury
Perverting the course of justice
Getting the police to investigate
Private prosecutions
Parallel civil actions
Reputational risk

Episode One: Compliance / AML - 11th February (RECORDING AVAILABLE)
Request Recording Here
File opening
Source of funds / adequate consideration / risk of proprietary tracing
PEP/sanctions
Suspicions transactions / AML reporting
Regulated sector
Proceeds of crime
Level of suspicion
Requesting consent – client/solicitor
Making a SAR – tipping off
[Possible: Delays in transactions by ﬁnancial institutions]
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Your cast include:

Jonathan Tickner
Head of Commercial Litgation &
Civil Fraud
Peters & Peters

Sandrine Giroud
Partner
LALIVE

Ajay Wiltshire
General Counsel
Saffery Champness (Guernsey /
Dubai)

Miranda Fisher
Partner
Charles Russell Speechlys

Alexandr Zabeyda
Managing Partner
Zabeyda & Partners Law Oﬃce
(Russia)

Dr. Anna Bradshaw
Partner
Peters & Peters

Stuart Leach
Director
Montfort Communications

Hannah Laming
Chair of Private Prosecutions
Association & Partner
Peters & Peters

Simon Davison
Director, Investigations
Another Day

Andrew Wallis
Of Counsel
Peters & Peters

Agenda

DAY ONE

DAY TWO

Timings:

Episode One: Compliance / AML - 11th February

11.55am

Audience Logon

12.00pm

Chair's Opening Remarks
Speakers:

DAY THREE

Jonathan Tickner - Head of Commercial Litgation & Civil Fraud - Peters & Peters
12.05pm

Episode One: Compliance / AML
Speakers:
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Ajay Wiltshire - General Counsel - Saffery Champness (Guernsey / Dubai)
Miranda Fisher - Partner - Charles Russell Speechlys
Dr. Anna Bradshaw - Partner - Peters & Peters
Jonathan Tickner - Head of Commercial Litgation & Civil Fraud - Peters & Peters

Share event

1.00pm

Panel Q&A

1.30pm

Chair's Summation & Close of Event

Book Day One Online

Synopsis Episode One: Compliance / AML
You meet a new client who wishes to divorce her husband. The client, a Russian national, was
formerly a member of the Russian administration, but now helps to run one of the country’s largest
companies involved in exploiting natural resources. The client met her English husband during a
sojourn in London when she engaged him as a personal trainer. The couple are based in the UK, have
multiple properties here and their 3 children attend a prestigious private school in London. The client
spends her time between London and Moscow.
When she was last in Moscow, the client logged on to the security system for the couple’s London
home and saw CCTV of her husband kissing their children’s nanny. When she confronted her
husband, he admitted that he and the nanny had been having an aﬀair.
During KYC, you discover that a Russian language newspaper reported that the client was vaguely
connected to a large-scale fraud 2 years ago. You receive funds from a trust the following day. The
client explains that she, along with her brother, is a beneﬁciary of the trust.
[Possible: During the initial client meeting, the client takes a call from her children’s school to say that
they have not received payment of fees for that term. The client calls her bank which refuses to
explain why the payment has not gone through. The bank will not eﬀect the transfer upon request.]

Synopsis Episode Two: Criminal accusations
You receive a call from the client, who has been arrested on suspicion of causing criminal damage. In
a ﬁt of rage, she smashed up her husband’s Aston Martin with his golf clubs.
After he called the police, the client’s husband told her that he took potentially incriminating
documents she keeps in her safe and he will provide these to the police if she does not give him what
he wants in the divorce settlement. The client gives you a copy of the documents she think her
husband has taken and asks you to review these.
The client says that she wishes the police were as interested in the complaints she has made about
their former nanny (who had an aﬀair with her husband) who she is sure has stolen a number of
valuable antiques and works of art. You suspect the client just wants to get back at her husband.

Synopsis Episode Three: Criminal/regulatory
authority freezing order / MLA disclosure requests
The client receives a notice from the SFO issued pursuant to s.2 of the CJA 1987. The client believes
that her husband gave the documents he took from her safe to the SFO, which has now opened a
money-laundering investigation. The client does not wish to assist the SFO, but you hold documents
(in the form of the copy of the documents the client believes her husband took from her safe) which
are potentially relevant.
The SFO’s investigation is widely publicised and the client tells you that she is concerned about
parallel investigations being commenced by the Russian authorities. The client makes a comment to
the eﬀect that the majority of documentation that would be relevant for the purposes of the SFO
investigation is at her house in Moscow, but she does not want to risk returning to get it. She is also
concerned that if the SFO could obtain information relating to her Swiss bank accounts, this could be
detrimental to her.
She wonders what the likelihood of this is given Switzerland’s reputation for bank secrecy.
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Partnership
Partnering on an event or indeed the community as a whole will increase your company’s proﬁle and brand awareness.
We can provide bespoke value adding partnerships. We will work in partnership with you to develop a bespoke marketing solution to meet your objectives
across varying events and thought leadership content. We will ensure that you gain value through the right medium, focused on your desired audience,
with a true partnership that delivers value to your marketing needs. Want to know more?
Please contact Chris on 0207 101 4151 or email chris@thoughtleaders4.com

Contact Us
If you are interested in this event and would like some more information before making your decision to attend please contact Paul on +44 2071 014155
or email paul@thoughtleaders4.com
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